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EXT. BISLETT STADIUM - DAY

The sun is up. The streets are nearly empty. LENA (24) is

walking towards Bislett Stadium, and she’s carrying a

training bag with her. She has the hoddie covering her head,

and she’s wearing clothes that seems to be a bit overused.

Lena is about to cross the road. She checks both sides if

the coast is clear. It is, and she walks over. Suddenly a

CAR appears, Lena closes her eyes and is HIT by the car.

Lena open her eyes, and is still standing on the sidewalk.

She walks over when the coast is clear.

She walk towards the main entrance of the stadium. Lena

opens the door, and walks inside.

INT. CORRIDOR - DAY

Lena is walking through a corridor, on her way to the

changing room. There are pictures on the wall of people

breaking world records. She looks at them as she walks down.

She stops, looking at one world record that caught her eye.

She stairs at the picture. Lena looks at the world record

for the 400M sprint (43.03 sec).

After a short stop, Lena continues to walk towards the

changing room.

INT. CHANGING ROOM - DAY

Lena is changing to her training gear. We see big scars on

her leg, chest, back, and on one of her arms. She gets her

shoes on, grabs her bag, and leaves the room.

INT. BISLETT STADIUM - DAY

Lena walks out to the stadium, no one else is there. Except

the CUSTODIAN (34) who’s listening to music while cleaning

up some of the seats on the other side of the stadium. Lena

doesn’t pay much attention to him.

Lena warms up with a few jumping jacks, push-ups, and a jog

around the stadium. The custodian notice Lena and looks at

her warming up.

Lena looks at the start block, but end up getting ready for

the high jump instead. She takes a good run, jumps, and hits

the bar. Lena puts the bar back at place, and repeats the

process.
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INT. BISLETT STADIUM - MIDDAY

The custodian is on his break and is smoking a cigarette. He

has a pen and a piece of paper, writing down how many times

Lena has hit the bar. Lena is tired and moves on to

something else.

Lena tries the long jump. She’s stretching out, and is

getting ready to jump. She picks up speed, jumps, but

doesn’t get far. The custodian writes his predicament on how

far she jumped, and writes "?" at the end. Lena repeats.

Lena is making a final attempt to make it far. She picks up

speed, jumps, and hits the ground a bit to hard, and hits

the leg with the big scar. The custodian observes the little

accident but doesn’t do anything.

Lena calls it a day and slowly walks towards the exit. The

custodian gets back to work. Lena stops as she almost goes

through the exit. She turns around and walk towards the

middle of the running field. She sits down.

INT. BISLETT STADIUM - EVENING

The custodien looks at Lena, but he continues to work. Lena

is stretching her legs. She feels the leg she injured if

it’s OK. She stands up. The custodian notice Lena rising.

Lena walks toward starting position on the field.

The custodian looks oddly at Lena. Lena is getting ready to

run the 400M sprint. The custodian pulls up his phone, and

gets ready the stopwatch. Lena looks forward, the custodian

starts the timer, and Lena runs.

Lena runs faster then never before. The custodian looks at

the time, and back at Lena. Lena doesn’t show any sign of

slowing down. She’s about to reach the end. The custodian

looks intensely at the time and Lena. Lena passes the finish

line, and the custodian stops the timer. 42.53 seconds.

The custodian doesn’t believe what he just witnessed. Lena

is just standing still, looking up at the sky with her eyes

closed. Breathing. She then walk towards her bag, grabs it,

and exit. The custodian looks at Lena while she exit, and

then back at the timer.
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INT. CHANGING ROOM - EVENING

Lena gets her clothes on, and exit the room.

INT. CORRIDOR - EVENING

Lena walks out the door, and notice the custodian at one of

the ends of the corridor. They look at each other. The

custodian still can’t believe what he just witnessed. Lena

slightly smiles, and walk towards the main exit.

EXT. BISLETT STADION - EVENING

Lena walks out of the building, without the hoodie covering

her head. She is about to cross the road. She checks if

there are any cars coming. One is, but it stops and let her

walk over. Lena walks and smiles, and doesn’t look back at

the stadium.

Fade Out.


